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Abstract
The complete set of (field) equations for shells of arbitrary, even changing, causal
character are derived in arbitrary dimension. New equations that seem to have never
been considered in the literature emerge, even in the traditional cases of everywhere
non-null, or everywhere null, shells. In the latter case there arise field equations for
some degrees of freedom encoded exclusively in the distributional part of the Weyl
tensor. For non-null shells the standard Israel equations are recovered but not only, the
additional relations containing also relevant information. The results are applicable to
a widespread literature on domain walls, branes and braneworlds, gravitational layers,
impulsive gravitational waves, and the like. Moreover, they are of a geometric nature,
and thus they can be used in any theory based on a Lorentzian manifold.
1 Introduction
In gravitation, surface layers or thin shells are important idealized objects designed to describe
localized concentration of matter, or energy, on a given hypersurface. They are suitable to
describe domain walls, brane-worlds1, impulsive waves, thin layers of matter or of gravitational
fields, concentrated lightlike signals, propagation of null matter, etcetera. Since the pioneering
work by Lanczos [20, 21], their properties have been used in a vast literature, usually following
the well-known and fundamental Israel equations [18] for the case of non-null shells. This was
later extended to the study of null shells in [9, 5], see [4, 3] and references therein.
1In this paper “brane-world” or “brane” will always refer to hypersurfaces—co-dimension one membranes—
and thus they correspond to string-theory p-branes only for p+ 1 one less than the spacetime dimension. Of
course, sometimes p-branes for other values of p can be thought of as effectively 1-co-dimensional with just one
extra dimension —that can be large or small depending on fundamental constants— if the rest of dimensions
may be ignored, e.g. [25], and these cases could also be included. The equations of motion of p-branes are
usually derived from world-volume actions generalizing the Nambu-Goto or Polyakov string actions, see e.g.
[36], and how these combine with the field equations derived here would be worth exploring, connecting the
supergravity-oriented literature with the gravitational one. However, this is out of the scope of this paper.
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In [29], the questions of the junction conditions and of the existence of thin shells sup-
ported on hypersurfaces of arbitrary, even changing, causal character were addressed. Such
hypersurfaces or shells are called general. The importance of dealing with hypersurfaces with
possibly changing signature resides in the fact that they actually appear in many physical
situations. Furthermore, because they are the generic type of hypersurface in any given
spacetime. Some examples of relevant general hypersurfaces are, for instance, the spherically
symmetric apparent horizon in Vaidya’s spacetime —if the radiation stops at some times;
more generally, dynamical horizons which eventually merge with the event horizon in asymp-
totically flat black-hole spacetimes; any achronal boundary, that is to say, the boundary of
any future set [16]; Kerr’s stationary limit surface, which is timelike everywhere but tangent
to the event horizon at two lines intersecting the axis of symmetry, where it is null [16, 48];
the interfaces arising in phase transitions if they occur in a concentrated spatial region and
then propagate causally; signature changing braneworlds; and there are many others.
Thus, for instance, if one wished to analyze the possibility of placing a surface layer on
the stationary limit surface of a Kerr black hole, this should be done on a general, signature-
changing, hypersurface. Similarly, descriptions of signature change in the brane scenario
—if we happen to live in a brane of a higher-dimensional world— are described by general
shells, see [30, 31, 32]. The case of achronal boundaries is of particular interest because
intuitive arguments lead to the expectation that an initial value problem for the gravitational
field equations on such boundaries is well posed, see the interesting discussion in [27]. In
addition to the above, a unifying framework for all type of shells, independently of their
causal character, is desirable, and this may be achieved by describing general shells.
The purpose of this paper is triple: (i) to find the full set of equations for general shells,
(ii) to do it in arbitrary spacetime dimension, and (iii) the completion of known results for
constant-signature shells. The fundamental object describing a thin shell (of arbitrary causal
character) is the jump of the derivatives transversal to the shell of the tangential components
of the metric [18, 9, 5, 29]. This is encoded on a symmetric tensor field yab defined only
on the shell and tangent to it, and intrinsic to the shell. This tensor field can be put in
correspondence with jumps of well-defined geometric objects, such as the second fundamental
form (for non-null shells), or the derivative of a certain one-form in the shell (for null shells).
A combination of the two provides the general expression for arbitrary shells, given in (113).
This tensor yab carries the entire information contained in the singular, distributional part,
of the curvature tensor distribution (i.e., on the term proportional to a Dirac-delta type
distribution with support on the shell).
The field equations for the shell are by definition the equations satisfied by this tensor yab.
Given its direct relationship with the distributional part of the curvature, such equations are
derived from those satisfied by the curvature itself, and these are simply the second Bianchi
identities, which were shown to hold in the distributional sense for general shells in [29]. The
full set of equations satisfied by yab derived from the Bianchi identities are presented in section
3 for general shells. These can be seen to contain both algebraic and differential equations.
A formula expressing the fundamental tensor yab in terms of the distributional part of the
curvature —and not the other way round—, as a matter of fact in terms of the distributional
parts of the Weyl and Einstein tensor distributions, is presented in section 4 for general shells.
Their simplified expressions at null, and non-null, points of the shell are also discussed. At
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null points there arise a Weyl singular part representing a typical transversal gravitational
wave signal. The relations between the Weyl and Einstein distributional singular parts are
also obtained fully explicitly for general shells.
Using the expressions of yab in terms of the singular parts of the Weyl and Einstein tensors,
the field equations of the shell can be rewritten in terms of the latter. This is done in section
5 for general shells. There are algebraic, evolution and constraint type equations. A deeper
analysis is performed for null and non-null shells separately. To that end, I decompose the
Weyl tensor in canonical parts associated to the chosen orthonormal, or null, bases, depending
on the case. Consequently, the field equations for non-null shells can be expressed in terms of
the jumps across the shell of the ‘electric and magnetic’ parts of the Weyl tensor [40, 41, 17, 19].
Similarly, for the null case, they can be expressed in terms of the jumps of the boost-weighted
Weyl and Einstein components in a given null frame [10, 33], except for the components with
boost weight −2, which do not enter in any of the equations.
The Israel equations [18] and their generalizations to null [5] and general shells [29] are
re-obtained. However, these are just a small subset of the full set of field equations, and many
other equations are revealed. Some of them have been previously treated in the literature in
4 [4, 3] or 5 dimensions [25, 45], or in general dimension for null shells [28] but, as far as I am
aware, the full set of equations, in general dimension, has never been considered before. In this
sense, results concerning shells, or branes, or domain walls, or impulsive gravitational waves
may have to be revisited and/or completed in the light of the full set of equations. Among
the full set of field equations some are specially remarkable, in particular the differential and
algebraic equations for the transversal gravitational-wave degrees of freedom that arise in null
shells (formulas (80), (84), (86) and (87) below), as well as the differential equation (59) and
the algebraic equations (62) and —in dimension higher than 4— (63) for non-null shells.
A brief concluding section 6 closes the paper, where some important remarks are placed.
In particular, I stress that the full set of shell field equations herein presented are of pure
geometric character, and therefore serves as a theoretical framework valid in any theory based
on a Lorantizan manifold. The way to apply them to specific gravitational field equations is
succinctly explained with relevant examples. Besides, the proper matching conditions (that
is, with no distributional energy-momentum tensor) for general hypersurfaces are also easily
determined from the given equations.
An appendix with all necessary material from previous works is added for the benefit of
the reader.
2 Basic formulas
Let (M, g) denote a connected, oriented and time-oriented (m + 1)-dimensional Lorentzian
manifold with metric g of signature (−,+, . . . ,+). Lowercase Greek letters α, β, . . . are
spacetime indices and run from 0 to m. Small Latin indices a, b, . . . are hypersurface indices
and take values from 1 to m.
I assume that (M, g) has been constructed as the junction of two given spacetimes (M±, g±)
across a matching hypersurface Σ, which is the shell, and that the resulting spacetime has a
continuous metric g (so that, in appropriate coordinates, g+
Σ
= g−). This requires that the
first fundamental forms g¯± inherited by Σ from (M±, g±) agree and, in the case that Σ is null
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somewhere, furthermore the existence of transversal vectors fields ~ℓ± on each side of Σ, ~ℓ±
having the same scalar products with any given basis of tangent vectors at any x ∈ Σ, and
such that ~ℓ+ points towards M+ while ~ℓ− points outwards from M− (see [31], which corrects
previous partial statements in [9, 29]).
Denote by {~ea} a chosen basis of vector fields in TΣ(M), that is, tangent to Σ on Σ ⊂M .
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Notice that {~ea} are defined only on Σ. Let n
±
µ be two normal one-forms to Σ, one for each
side. They are fixed up to an overall non-vanishing factor by the conditions
n±µ e
µ
a = 0,
and I choose n−µ pointing outwards from M
− and n+µ pointing towards M
+. Observe that,
for general hypersufaces (containing points where Σ is null), these one-forms cannot be nor-
malized: actually, the corresponding “normal” vector fields nµ± are tangent to Σ on those null
points. Thus, to complete the tangent bases one must choose rigging vector fields [39, 29]
ℓµ± ∈ TΣM
± on M±, defined by being transversal to Σ everywhere on Σ. Then, a convenient
normalization choice is
n±µ ℓ
µ
± = 1.
The agreement of the two (±)-first fundamental forms amounts to the equalities on Σ
g¯+ab = g¯
−
ab := g¯ab, g¯
±
ab := g
±
µν |Σe
µ
ae
ν
b
so that the tangent vector fields {~ea} have equal scalar products on Σ from both sides and
g¯ab represents the (unique) first fundamental form on Σ. The riggings are then fixed by
demanding
gµν |Σℓ
µ
+e
ν
a = gµν |Σℓ
µ
−e
ν
a := ℓa, gµν |Σℓ
µ
+ℓ
ν
+ = gµν |Σℓ
µ
−ℓ
ν
−
:= (ℓ · ℓ)
so that the two bases on the tangent spaces
{~ℓ+, ~ea} ≡ {~ℓ
−, ~ea} := {~ℓ, ~ea}
are then identified and the ± are dropped.3 The two one-forms n± are also identified so that
the dual basis is denoted simply by
{nµ, ω
a
µ}
where the one-forms ωa, which depend on the choice of rigging, are characterized by
ℓµωaµ = 0, e
µ
bω
a
µ = δ
a
b .
I am going to closely follow the notation in [29], in particular I will use the abbreviation
(n · n) := nµn
µ
2If the embeddings are explicitly given in parametric form in local coordinates {xµ±} on M
± and {ξa} on
Σ, then these vector fields can be chosen as eµa = ∂x
µ
±/∂ξ
a, and they must agree on both ± sides. This is very
helpful in explicit calculations, but not necessary for this note.
3This identification is usually only abstract, for in practice one still uses bases on ±-coordinate systems to
do explicit calculations.
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and square brackets for the difference (the jump) of any object as computed from the + or
the − sides of Σ, namely
[T ] (p) := lim
x
M+
→ p
T+(x)− lim
x
M−
→ p
T−(x), ∀p ∈ Σ (1)
where T± represent either the values of T at M± if they exist there, or the versions of T as
inherited on Σ from M± if they are defined only on Σ, respectively. Similarly, under the same
hypotheses, the value of T on Σ is denoted by
TΣ(p) :=
1
2
(
lim
x
M+
→ p
T+(x) + lim
x
M−
→ p
T−(x)
)
, ∀p ∈ Σ. (2)
A list of the main formulas to be used or needed in what follows are collected in the
Appendix. Readers not familiar with the spacetime matching procedure may find it useful to
read the appendix before continuing reading the main text. I will say that Σ is a standard
hypersurface if the curvature tensor is at most discontinuous there. The basic objects mea-
suring the departure of Σ from a standard hypersurface are given by H±ab as defined in (100).
These depend on the choice of the rigging, and their anty-symmetric parts do not jump on
Σ: [H[ab]] = 0. Its symmetric part does, providing the fundamental symmetric tensor defining
the properties of the shell, given in (111):
yab :=
[
H(ab)
]
. (111)
It is very important to remark that yab does not depend on the choice of rigging [29]. This ten-
sor, or equivalently its spacetime version yµν = ω
a
µω
b
νyab, encodes all the information contained
in the shell, because the singular “Dirac-delta”-type part of the Riemann tensor distribution
(122) is fully determined by yµν , see (123). In particular, yab vanishes if and only if the
Riemann tensor is a (maybe discontinuous) tensor field, that is to say, if and only if Σ is a
standard hypersurface.
2.1 How to recover the shells with constant signature
If one wishes to specialize to the standard cases where the first fundamental form has constant
signature everywhere on Σ, one simply has to restrict the formulas according to the next rules.
2.1.1 Non-null shells
For everywhere timelike or spacelike shells Σ there is a canonical choice of rigging given by
the normal vector field itself. Then, simply set (with ǫ ∈ {−1, 1})
ℓ = ǫn, (n · n) = ǫ = (ℓ · ℓ), ℓa = 0 = n
a, ϕ±a = 0, (3)
H±ba = H
±
(ab) = g¯acΨ
c
±b = ǫK
±
ab, yab = ǫ [Kab] . (4)
where ǫ = 1 corresponds to timelike Σ and ǫ = −1 to a spacelike one. In these cases, the rigged
connection Γ¯ coincides with the Levi-Civita connection of g¯ab which defines also a canonical
volume element so that there is a preferred decomposition (118) intrinsically defined.
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2.1.2 Null shells
If the shell Σ is null everywhere, then one needs to adapt the formulas by setting
(n · n) = 0, nα = naeαa , g¯abn
b = Kabn
b = 0, ℓag¯
ab = −(ℓ · ℓ)nb, (5)
(£~ng¯)ab = 2Kab, [Kab] = 0, yab =
[
∇(aℓb)
]
. (6)
Observe that in this case one can also choose the rigging ~ℓ to simplify further some expressions,
for instance by setting (ℓ · ℓ) = 0 or (ℓ · ℓ) = ±1. A typical and useful well-adapted choice is
that of a null rigging (ℓ · ℓ) = 0; this will be called a null gauge, and one should keep in mind
that it is not unique as null rotations leaving ~n invariant are permitted. For the time being,
however, I do not choose a null gauge and I keep the choice of rigging ~ℓ free.
3 Field equations for general shells
In this paper, the field equations for a shell are by definition the differential equations satisfied
by the singular part of the curvature tensor distribution, or equivalently, the differential equa-
tions satisfied by the fundamental tensor yab. These lead in particular, via the gravitational
field equations (I am not assuming General Relativity or any other particular theory), to
the equations for the singular part of the energy-momentum tensor distribution with support
on Σ (for instance, in General Relativity these are simply given by the singular part of the
Einstein tensor distribution divided by the gravitational constant).
There are three possible routes to obtain the field equations obeyed by shells in spacetimes:
(i) by resorting to the use of tensor distributions, (ii) by comparing the Gauss and Codazzi
equations from both sides of Σ, or (iii) by adding proper boundary terms on Σ to the action.
I am going to present the first two ways in full in what follows, to show that they fully agree
and for completeness. However, I will not consider the third route —despite its popularity in
the braneworld literature— for a number of reasons. Firstly, my approach is purely geometric
and therefore independent of any field equations, hence the action of the theory is unknown
and left free. Secondly, even if one had the action available, there are problems in finding
the correct boundary terms for different theories, including some basic ambiguities [11, 15,
34, 1, 2]; furthermore, it is customary to use Gaussian coordinates based on the brane which
is unfortunately not appropriate for a derivation of the correct field equations as explained
in the Appendix of [38], missing for instance the gravitational double layers that arise in
quadratic theories of gravity [42, 43, 44, 38]. Thirdly, because the problem of the boundary
terms is much more difficult for the case of null shells [7], not to speak of general shells: only
very recently there has been some consideration of this question in pure General Relativity
showing important ambiguities [22]. In summary, the third route looks intractable and not
advisable. I would like to add, however, that the results in this paper may serve as inspiration
in the search of the proper boundary terms for general or null boundaries, in generic theories
based on a Lorentzian manifold.
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3.1 The field equations derived from a distributional computation
The general differential conditions on the curvature tensor distribution are the second Bianchi
identities
∇λR
α
βµν +∇µR
α
βνλ +∇νR
α
βλµ = 0 (7)
which were proven to hold in full generality for spacetimes with a metric just continuous
across Σ in [29]. Using here (122), (117) and (121) one readily gets
∇λH
α
βµν +∇µH
α
βνλ +∇νH
α
βλµ = − [R
α
βµν ] δλ − [R
α
βνλ] δµ − [R
α
βλµ] δν (8)
where Hαβµν is defined in (123). This can also be expressed as
∇λ
(
Hαβµνδ
Σ
)
+∇µ
(
Hαβνλδ
Σ
)
+∇ν
(
Hαβλµδ
Σ
)
= −δΣ ([Rαβµν ]nλ + [R
α
βνλ]nµ + [R
α
βλµ]nν) .
(9)
Either (8) or (9) contain all the information concerning the field equations of the shell. To
extract this information a standard calculation in tensor distributions allows one to prove
(see, e.g., appendix D.3 in [38] for this calculation in the case of non-null Σ)
∇λ
(
Hαβµνδ
Σ
)
= ∇ρ
(
Hαβµνnλℓ
ρδΣ
)
+ δΣ
(
P ρλ∇
Σ
ρH
α
βµν −Ψ
c
ΣcH
α
βµνnλ + ϕ
Σ
c ω
c
λH
α
βµν
)
so that inserting this into (9) and using (124) one arrives at
− [Rαβµν ]nλ − [R
α
βνλ]nµ − [R
α
βλµ]nν = P
ρ
λ∇
Σ
ρH
α
βµν + P
ρ
µ∇
Σ
ρH
α
βνλ + P
ρ
ν∇
Σ
ρH
α
βλµ
+ ϕΣc
(
ωcλH
α
βµν + ω
c
µH
α
βνλ + ω
c
νH
α
βλµ
)
. (10)
These constitute the full set of field equations on the shell Σ, relating the derivatives of the Σ-
singular part of the curvature tensor distribution to the jumps of the curvature tensor across
Σ. Both sides of these equations depend on how one chooses the normalization factor for n
but they are affected in exactly the same manner and thus the field equations hold for every
such choice. Observe that the lefthand side is independent of the choice of rigging, and thus
so is the righthand side —despite the single terms there depending on such choice.
By contracting (10) with ℓλeµae
ν
b one gets the following alternative, equivalent, form of the
field equations
− [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = ℓ
νeµb e
σ
a∇
Σ
σH
α
βµν − ℓ
νeµae
σ
b∇
Σ
σH
α
βµν + ℓ
νHαβµν
(
ϕΣa e
µ
b − ϕ
Σ
b e
µ
a
)
. (11)
In this form, the field equations are independent of the choices of normal one-form n and of
the rigging ~ℓ.
Either (10) or (11) contain (m + 4)(m + 1)m(m − 1)/12 independent relations (14 in
dimensionm+1 = 4). These are differential equations for the tensor field on Σ defined in (111),
which itself contains m(m + 1)/2 independent components at most. To write the equations
in terms of yab explicitly, contract (11) with ω
d
αe
β
c , ω
c
αℓ
β and nαe
β
c to obtain, respectively
−ωdαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = ∇
Σ
a (n
dycb)−∇
Σ
b (n
dyca) + (n · n)
(
ΨdΣaycb −Ψ
d
Σbyca
)
+KΣcby
d
a −K
Σ
cay
d
b ,(12)
ωcαℓ
β [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = 2∇
Σ
[ay
c
b] + 2y
c
[aϕ
Σ
b] + 2Ψ
c
Σ[ayb]dn
d + 2ncΨdΣ[ayb]d, (13)
−nαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = 2∇
Σ
[a
(
(n · n)yb]c
)
+ 2ndyd[aK
Σ
b]c − 2n
dKΣd[ayb]c + 2(n · n)ϕ
Σ
[ayb]c. (14)
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Here
ycb := ω
c
µy
µ
ν e
ν
b = ω
c
µg
µρyρνe
ν
b =
(
ncℓρ + g¯cdeρd
)
yρνe
ν
b = g¯
cdydb. (15)
A further contraction with nαℓ
β leads to another expression
nαℓ
β [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = ∇
Σ
a (n
cycb)−∇
Σ
b (n
cyca) + (n · n) (Ψ
c
Σaycb −Ψ
c
Σbyca) +K
Σ
cby
c
a −K
Σ
cay
c
b (16)
not independent of (12) because the contraction of c and d there leads to (16) through (95).
3.2 The field equations derived from the Gauss-Codazzi relations
One can also find the shell field equations by using the Gauss and Codazzi relations, as done
originally by Israel for non-null hypersurfaces in [18]. Start, for instance, from (129) and
subtract the ± lefthand sides to get
ωdα [R
α
βγδ] e
β
ae
γ
b e
δ
c =
[
R
d
abc
]
−KΣac
[
Ψdb
]
− [Kac] Ψ
d
Σb +K
Σ
ab
[
Ψdc
]
+ [Kab] Ψ
d
Σc
and, for the first summand on the righthand side, use the last in (114) to find[
R
d
abc
]
= ∇
Σ
b
(
ndyca
)
−∇
Σ
a
(
ndycb
)
and inserting this together with the first and third in (114) into the previous formula, and
using (15), one readily arrives at exactly (12).
Starting now from (131), subtracting the lefthand sides and noting that[
∇aΨ
c
b
]
= ∇
Σ
a [Ψ
c
b] + n
dyabΨ
c
Σd − n
cyadΨ
d
Σb
one easily gets (13) by using the first and second in (114).
Similar simple calculations show that the subtraction of the lefthand sides in (130) and
(132), lead, respectively, to (14) and (16).
3.3 Remarks and alternative forms of the field equations
Some remarks are in order:
1. the covariant derivatives in (12) are not present in the case of non-null Σ if the choice
of canonical gauge is made, providing a direct relation between the jumps of the Rie-
mann tensor tangential part with yab = ǫ [Kab], while (13) gives a relation between
partly tangential but partly orthogonal Riemann tensor jumps and the derivatives of
yab. Equation (14) is then simply redundant.
2. In the case of everywhere null Σ, the covariant derivatives are not present in (14),
providing a direct relation of nbyba with the jump nαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b . Observe that such
a jump can also be given as that of purely tangential components of the curvature tensor
with all indices down in this case:
nαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = n
αeβc [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = n
aeαae
β
c [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b .
The remaining components of yab not included in yabn
b are related to curvature jumps
via differentiation as well, as in (13). Again (14) can be seen to be redundant, being a
linear combination of (13) and (12) using (94).
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3. For general hypersurfaces with changing causal character it is better to keep the three
expressions, as there is no canonical global choice of rigging and, moreover, there are
situations in which the closed set defined by {s ∈ Σ, (n · n)|s = 0} may contain parts
with empty interior, and thus even though (n · n) = 0 there, its derivative is non-zero.
In summary, (13) and (12) can be taken as the fundamental set of equations in all possible
cases. There are several interesting and more useful ways to write down these two fundamental
equations. For instance, inserting (15) into (13) and using (106) one easily finds
ωcαℓ
β [Rαβµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = g¯
cd
(
∇
Σ
a ybd −∇
Σ
b yad + ydaϕ
Σ
b − ydbϕ
Σ
a
)
. (17)
Multiplying here by g¯ce, using (92) and (94) and noting that the terms that arise proportional
to ℓe cancel due to (16) and (107), this can still be rewritten as
−ℓα [Rαβµν ] e
β
c e
µ
ae
ν
b = ∇
Σ
a ybc −∇
Σ
b yac + ycaϕ
Σ
b − ycbϕ
Σ
a . (18)
Concerning (12), on using (107) on the righthand side it becomes
−ωdαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b = 2n
d
(
∇
Σ
[ayb]c + yc[aϕ
Σ
b]
)
+ g¯de
(
KΣeaycb −K
Σ
ebyca + yeaK
Σ
cb − yebK
Σ
ca
)
and using here (18) together with (94) one obtains
g¯de [Rαβµν ] e
α
d e
β
c e
µ
ae
ν
b = g¯
de
(
KΣdbyca −K
Σ
daycb − ydaK
Σ
cb + ydbK
Σ
ca
)
. (19)
Multiplying here by g¯ef , using (90), (14), (18), (103) and after a straightforward calculation
this can be rewritten as
[Rαβµν ] e
α
de
β
c e
µ
ae
ν
b = K
Σ
dbyca −K
Σ
daycb − ydaK
Σ
cb + ydbK
Σ
ca. (20)
Eqs.(18) and (20) are valid for general shells. The former could also be easily derived start-
ing from equation (17) in [29] for both ±-sides, substracting them and following a procedure
analogous to the one used in the previous subsection for the Gauss and Codazzi equations.
Eqs.(12-14), as well as (18), are written in terms of the mean rigged connection Γ
Σ
and cor-
responding covariant derivative ∇
Σ
as defined in the appendix. However, ∇
Σ
is by no means
a unique or preferred covariant derivative and any other connection well defined on Σ could
be used. For instance, a “rigged metric connection” —associated to any non-null rigging—
introduced in [29] is a viable possibility. In fact, such connection has the advantage that it
has no jump across Σ. Observe, in this sense, that the used rigged covariant derivative ∇
Σ
is built from the rigged connections inherited by Σ from both sides M±, and in this sense it
contains information included in the fundamental tensors Y ±ab = H
±
(ab) defined in (110) —and
whose jump is yab. This suggests that a particularly suited choice of connection is given by
the “metric hypersurface connection” defined in [27], whose main feature is precisely that is
fully independent of Y ±ab . Actually, expressions equivalent to (18) and (20) follow easily, in
terms of such a metric hypersurface connection, from Proposition 6 in [27] by simply putting
square brackets on both sides.
Eqs.(12-14), as well as (18) and (20), can also be rewritten in terms of the singular parts
of the Einstein and Weyl tensor, or other tensors derived from the curvature. To find these
forms, one needs to write down the relation between yab and the singular parts of the Weyl
and Einstein tensors. This is done in the next section, while a deeper analysis of the field
equations is left for section 5.
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4 The Weyl and Einstein tensor distributions
As announced above, we need the relation between yab and the singular parts of the Weyl and
Einstein tensors.
4.1 The Einstein tensor distribution singular part
With regard to the the Einstein tensor distribution, by taking the part of (127) projected to
Σ one gets
Gab := Gµνe
µ
ae
ν
b = −(n · n)yab − gab
(
ncnd − (n · n)g¯cd
)
ycd. (21)
Analogously, a straightforward calculation leads to
Gab := ω
a
αG
α
β e
β
b =
(
ncnd − (n · n)g¯cd
)
(δac ybd − δ
a
b ycd) , (22)
Gab := ωaαω
b
βG
αβ = −(n · n)yab + naybcn
c + nbyacn
c + ycc
(
(n · n)g¯ab − nanb
)
− g¯abndncydc (23)
and the trace of (22) is (H is defined in (126))
Gbb = (1−m)
(
ncnd − (n · n)g¯cd
)
ycd =
1−m
2
H (24)
so that (21) can be rewritten as
−(n · n)yab = Gab +
1
1−m
g¯abG
b
b (25)
This informs us that:
• at non-null points on Σ, the basic tensor yab can be put in direct correspondence with
the tangential distributional singular part of the Einstein tensor distribution, both of
them having the same information there.
• However, at null points of Σ, such tangential part Gab of the singular Einstein tensor
distribution is actually simply proportional to the degenerate first fundamental form
g¯ab, and carries no information concerning the basic tensor field yab —apart from its
component ncndycd. Still, its “contravariant” version G
αβ , which is tangent to Σ (see
(128)) and fully encoded in Gab, contains the information relative to nbyab and y
c
c.
Alternatively, consider transversal components of the Einstein tensor distribution. From
(127) its singular part satisfies
ℓβGβµ = n
ayabω
b
µ − g¯
abyabnµ −
1
2
Hℓµ,
from where
ℓβGβµe
µ
b = n
ayab − ℓb
H
2
= ℓaG
a
b, (26)
ℓβGβµℓ
µ = −g¯abyab − (ℓ · ℓ)
H
2
= −(ℓ · ℓ)nanbyab − n
cℓcg¯
abyab = ℓaℓbG
ab, (27)
ℓβGµβω
a
µ = n
cyac − n
ag¯cbycb = ℓbG
ba . (28)
Thus:
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• at non-null points of Σ these transversal parts simply vanish in the canonical gauge.
This fact, in combination with the above, implies that all the information carried by
yab = ǫ [Kab] is contained, at non-null points of Σ, in Gab = − [Kab] + gabg¯
cd [Kcd].
• at null points in Σ these transversal parts provide the information contained in nayab
plus ycc = g¯
abyab. Observe that these are exactly the same parts contained in the
contravariant (and tangential) form Gµν = Gabeµae
ν
b . These are m+1 components out of
the total m(m + 1)/2 independent components contained in yab. Hence, there remain
m(m + 1)/2 − m − 1 = (m + 1)(m − 2)/2 independent components not controlled by
the singular part of the Einstein tensor distribution at null points of Σ.
4.2 The Weyl tensor distribution singular part
Let us pass to consider the rest of the curvature, encoded in the conformally invariant Weyl
tensor. As a tensor distribution, this will have the structure
Cαβµν = C
+α
βµνθ + C
−α
βµν(1− θ) +W
α
βµν , (29)
where Wαβµν is the singular part of the Weyl tensor distribution with support on Σ and
possesses exactly the same symmetries as a Weyl tensor, in particular, it is traceless: Wαβαν =
0. By using the expression relating the Riemann, Weyl and Einstein tensors
Rαβµν = C
α
βµν +
1
m− 1
(
Gαµgβν −G
α
ν gβµ − δ
α
νGβµ + δ
α
µGβν
)
+
R
m
(
δαµgβν − δ
α
ν gβµ
)
(where, of course, (1−m)R/2 = Gρρ) together with (123), an explicit expression is found
W αβµν = δ
Σ
(
2nαyβ[µnν] + 2nβy
α
[νnµ] −
2
m− 1
(
Gα[µgν]β + δ
α
[µGν]β
)
−
2H
m
δα[µgν]β
)
:= δΣW αβµν
(30)
which relates W αβµν , Gαβ and yαβ. Now, the identity (124) becomes
W αβ[µνnλ] = −
2
m− 1
(
n[λG
α
µgν]β + n[λδ
α
µGν]β
)
−
2H
m
n[λδ
α
µgν]β (31)
and contraction of (30) with nα leads to
nαW
α
βµν = 2(n · n)yβ[µnν] + 2nβnαy
α
[νnµ] +
2
m− 1
Gβ[µnν] + 2
H
m
gβ[µnν]. (32)
The combination of the last two equations provides immediately
nαW
α
β[µνnλ] = 0. (33)
This important relation will be analyzed later for the cases of everywhere non-null, and
everywhere null, shells. Observe that this is equivalent to
nαW
α
βµνe
µ
ae
ν
b = 0.
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There are m(m+ 2)(m− 2)/3 independent relations here (or equivalently in (33)) out of the
possible maximum total of (m+ 3)(m + 2)(m + 1)(m − 2)/12 independent components of a
Weyl tensor.
Contracting (32) with eµaℓ
ν one has
nαW
α
βµνe
µ
aℓ
ν = (n · n)yβµe
µ
a − nβnαy
α
µe
µ
a +
1
m− 1
Gβµe
µ
a +
H
m
(ℓanβ + g¯abω
b
β)
from where
nαW
α
βµνe
β
b e
µ
aℓ
ν = (n · n)yba +
1
m− 1
Gba +
H
m
g¯ab,
nαW
α
βµνℓ
βeµaℓ
ν =
1
m− 1
ℓβGβµe
µ
a − nαy
α
µe
µ
a +
H
m
ℓa
so that using (25) in the first or (26) in the second, as well as (24)
nαW
α
βµνe
β
b e
µ
aℓ
ν =
2−m
m− 1
(
Gab −
1
m
Gccg¯ab
)
, (34)
nαW
α
βµνℓ
βeµaℓ
ν =
2−m
m− 1
(
ℓbG
b
a −
1
m
Gccℓa
)
. (35)
These provide a direct linear relation between these components of the Weyl singular part
and the singular part of the Einstein tensor.
The remaining independent components in the Weyl singular part are contained in
ωcαW
α
βµνℓ
βeµae
ν
b =
1
m− 1
(
ℓaG
c
b − ℓbG
c
a + ℓdG
d
aδ
c
b − ℓdG
d
bδ
c
a −
2
m
Gdd (ℓaδ
c
b − ℓbδ
c
a)
)
(36)
ωdαW
α
βµνe
β
c e
µ
ae
ν
b =
1
m− 1
(
g¯acG
d
b − g¯bcG
d
a − Gbcδ
d
a + Gacδ
d
b −
2
m
Gee
(
g¯acδ
d
b − g¯bcδ
d
a
))
(37)
—these ones also determined by the Einstein singular part (and ℓa)— and also in
ωaαW
α
βµνℓ
βℓµeνb = y
a
b −
1
m− 1
(
ℓbω
a
αG
α
µ ℓ
µ − Gab(ℓ · ℓ)− Gβµℓ
βℓµδab
)
+
H
m
δab (ℓ · ℓ) (38)
which is a key equation, because I am going to show that it determines the trace-free part of
yab in terms of the Weyl and Einstein singular parts independently of the causal character of
the shell Σ. An alternative version of this relation is obtained multiplying by g¯ac and using
(94), (35) and g¯acy
c
b = yab − ℓan
cycb
eαaWαβµνℓ
βℓµeνb = yab −
1
m− 1
(
ℓbGαµℓ
µeαa + ℓaGβνℓ
βeνb − (ℓ · ℓ)Gab − Gβµℓ
βℓµg¯ab
)
+
H
m
((ℓ · ℓ)g¯ab − ℓaℓb)
= yab
(
1−
(ℓ · ℓ)(n · n)
m− 1
)
−
1
m− 1
(
ℓbn
cyca + ℓan
cycb + g¯
cdycdg¯ab
)
−
2
m(m− 1)
(ncndycd − (n · n)g¯
cdycd) ((ℓ · ℓ)g¯ab − ℓaℓb) (39)
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where in the second equality (21), (27), (24) and (26) have been used. By using
g¯abeαae
β
b = g
αβ − nαℓβ − nβℓα + (n · n)ℓαℓβ (40)
one easily checks that the lefthand side in (39) is identically trace-free (that is, its contraction
with g¯ab vanishes), and the righthand side too on using (15), (93) and (92). Similarly, one
can check that contracting (39) with na and using (35) one derives an identity. Hence, (39)
contains no information concerning g¯cdycd and no new information concerning n
cycd. Still,
it carries information of the trace-free and na-orthogonal part of yab and this information is
essential for general shells, and in particular for everywhere null shells.
In any case, the first equality in (39) provides an explicit expression of yab in terms of the
singular parts of the curvature, which on using (26) and (27) reads
yab = e
α
aWαβµνℓ
βℓµeνb +
1
m− 1
(
2ℓcG
c
(aℓb) − (ℓ · ℓ)Gab − ℓcℓdG
cdg¯ab +
2
m
Gdd ((ℓ · ℓ)g¯ab − ℓaℓb)
)
(41)
and holds for general shells everywhere.
This important relation adopts simplified forms in non-null, or null, points, if the corre-
sponding preferred gauges are used. To see this, and as done with Gβµ, let us consider the
implication of the above relations at null, and non-null, points of Σ separately.
4.2.1 Non-null points
At a non-null point p ∈ Σ, and choosing there the canonical gauge, (35) is empty, (34) is
equivalent to (39) and either of them is the trace of (37), while (36) is exactly the same as
(33). To see what is the meaning of the remaining relations (33) and (37), consider first
the case of a shell which is spacelike at the considered point p, so that n|p is chosen to be
unit and timelike and we set ǫ|p = −1. Then, (33) simply states that the electric-magnetic
part of the Weyl singular distribution with respect to n|p vanishes
4, while (37) expresses
that the magnetic-magnetic part is pure trace, ergo fully equivalent to its electric-electric
part, which is given by the traceless part of Gab (expression (34)). This is actually always
true in 4-dimensional spacetimes, but it is a non-trivial statement in higher dimensions. For
points q ∈ Σ where the shell is timelike, an analogous identification follows, though now the
terminology on ‘electric-magnetic’ parts is not standard and might be misleading. Recall that,
as seen before, at points where Σ is non-null the entire information carried by yab is contained
in Gab. This can be explicitly recovered from (41) by using (34) in the canonical gauge.
In summary, at any non-null point one has, in the canonical gauge
Wαβµν |p = ǫ4n[βGα][µnν] −
2
m− 1
(
Gα[µgν]β − Gβ[µgν]α + 2ǫG
ρ
ρn[βgα][µnν] −
2
m
Gρρgα[µgν]β
)∣∣∣∣
p
.
(42)
4For a brief recent exposition of the electric-magnetic decomposition of a Weyl-type tensor in arbitrary
dimension see [19]. In an orthonormal frame with ‘0’ as the timelike index, the ‘electric-electric’ part is given
by the components C0i0j , the ‘electric-magnetic’ part by C0ijk and the ‘magnetic-magnetic’ part by Cijkl , see
[40, 41]. The latter contains the electric-electric part due to the tracelessness of the Weyl tensor. The latter
and the first parts are invariant under time reversal, while the second changes sign, see [17].
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4.2.2 Null points
Consider now a point s ∈ Σ where Σ is null, so that (n · n)|s = 0. Then, relation (33) states
that ~n is a repeated principal null direction, or multiple WAND [10, 33, 35], of the tensor
W αβµν , which is necessarily algebraically degenerate there, and of type II or more special —in
4-dimensional (M, g), this is Petrov type II. This was first noticed in [5], see also [4], for null
shells in m+ 1 = 4. Observe that (32) simplifies now to
nαW
α
βµν |s =
2−m
m− 1
(
nβ(nαy
α
ν nµ − nαy
α
µnν) +
H
2m
(gβµnν − gβνnµ)
)∣∣∣∣
s
where (127) has been used, and now H|s = 2n
cndycd|s. Therefore, the algebraic type is more
degenerate only if H|s = 2n
cndycd|s = 0, so that nαn[γW
α
β]µν |s = 0, in which case the type
is III (or more degenerate) [35]. Observe that the scalar curvature has no singular part in
this case, being just a (possibly discontinuous) function, and that Gab|s = 0 (but neither G
a
b|s
nor Gab|s vanish in this case, in general). If furthermore n
αyαβ|s = 0, which is equivalent to
nayab|s = 0, then the degeneracy is maximal with nαW
α
βµν |s = 0, the algebraic type is N [35],
and ~n|s is the unique WAND. In that situation, G
a
b|s = 0 too, and
Gab|s = −g¯
cdycd n
anb, (only for W αβµν |s of type N) (43)
meaning that the Einstein tensor singular part takes the form of null radiation along ~n at
these points s ∈ Σ.
Relations (34–37) just provide, at these null points, the lefthand side components of
W αβµν |s in terms of surviving Einstein components, or equivalently, in terms of n
ayab. Ob-
serve, however, that at points s where the algebraic type ofW αβµν |s is III, then the components
given in (34) vanish, while at points where the algebraic type is N the components given in
(35–37) vanish too at s. There remains the important relation (39), which contains essential
new information not included in the Einstein tensor. To extract this essential information, it
is convenient to adopt a null gauge at s choosing a null rigging (ℓ ·ℓ)|s = 0 (so that ℓag¯
ab|s = 0,
ℓµ|s = ℓαω
a
µ|s), and decompose yab as
yab|s = zab + n
cycaℓb + n
cycbℓa − ℓaℓbn
cndycd +
1
m− 1
g¯ab g¯
cdycd
∣∣∣∣
s
(44)
with
nczcd = 0, g¯
cdzcd = 0.
The symmetric traceless tensor zab contains the sought information, and is transversal to the
null generator ~n|s. It has m(m+1)/2−m− 1 = (m+1)(m− 2)/2 independent components.
Its spacetime version
zµν := zabω
a
µω
b
ν
is orthogonal to both nµ and ℓµ and traceless. Thus, it contains the typical information carried
by a gravitational wave transversally to its null propagation direction. In 4-dimensional
spacetimes these are just two degrees of freedom. This part of yab never arises in the Einstein
tensor singular part at null points, and thus it is purely gravitational, in the sense that
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is provided by the Weyl tensor distribution exclusively. The precise part of Wαβµν that
determines zab is
Wab := (δ
c
a − n
cℓa)(δ
d
b − n
dℓb)e
α
cWαβµνℓ
βℓµeνd (45)
that is to say, the part ofWαβµν with boost weight −2 in the null frame with {~n, ~ℓ} as the two
null vectors [33, 10]; in 4-dimensional spacetimes they are the two components encoded in the
complex Newman-Penrose scalar Ψ4 relative to Wαβµν . Hence, the essential new information
contained in (39) can be written simply as
Wab = zab (46)
at s ∈ Σ, which can also be seen as a linear combination of (39) with (35) and the trace of
(34) at s.
Putting everything together, the expression of yab in terms of the Einstein and Weyl
singular parts is, at a null point s ∈ Σ and in a null gauge
yab|s = Wab + ℓcG
c
aℓb + ℓcG
c
bℓa −
1
m− 1
(
ℓaℓbG
c
c + g¯ab ℓcℓdG
cd
)∣∣∣∣
s
. (47)
This can also be easily recovered from the generally valid (41) by using the null gauge, the
definition (45) and (35). A relation equivalent to (47), but in arbitrary gauge, has been
recently discussed in [28].
In summary, at null points s ∈ Σ one has that the m(m+1)/2 degrees of freedom given by
the fundamental tensor yab are codified as follows: its trace g¯
abyab and the longitudinal (along
na) components are given by the contravariant Einstein tensor singular part Gab|s according to
(23) —with (n·n)|s = 0. In General Relativity, these can be seen as energy-momentum degrees
of freedom. The remaining (m+1)(m− 2)/2 degrees of freedom zab of yab are encoded in the
transversal and traceless Weyl components (45), and they represent the typical transversal
propagating degrees of freedom of a gravitational wave along the null direction ~n|s. The case
where the longitudinal components are absent has a pure type N Weyl singular part, and a
pure radiation Einstein tensor singular part (43).
5 Analysis of the shell field equations
Now that the relation between the basic tensor yab and the Einstein and Weyl singular parts
of the curvature are known, the shell field equations can be given in terms of these singular
parts, and thereby an analysis of their meaning and implications found.
I start by deducing the contracted parts of the field equations, because they are already
known [18, 5, 29, 27] and, more importantly, because they are usually the only ones taken into
consideration. They can be obtained by taking traces of (12-14), but a quicker more efficient
route is to take a double contraction of the mother relation (10) itself. This leads to
−nρ [G
ρ
λ] = P
σ
ρ∇
Σ
σG
ρ
λ + ϕ
Σ
aω
a
ρG
ρ
λ (48)
so that contracting here with eλb and using (95), (102), (26) and (128)
−nρ [G
ρ
λ] e
λ
b = ∇
Σ
aG
a
b + ϕ
Σ
aG
a
b + ℓcG
acKΣab. (49)
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Similarly, contracting (48) with ℓλ and using (28), (102) and (108)
−nρ [G
ρ
λ] ℓ
λ = ∇
Σ
a (G
abℓb)− G
a
bΨ
b
Σa. (50)
Equations (49-50) provide a direct relation between the discontinuities of the Einstein tensor
at Σ and the divergence of its singular part as a distribution. They reduce to the Israel
equations [18] for non-null shells in the canonical gauge, to the equations found in [5] for null
shells, and they were more recently presented for general shells in [27]. They can actually be
rewritten in a more convenient form by using the contravariant Gab. Raising the index λ in
(48) and then contracting with nλ and ω
b
λ one finds, respectively,
nρnλ[G
ρλ] = GabKΣab, (51)
−nρ[G
ρλ]ωbλ = ∇
Σ
aG
ab + ϕΣaG
ab. (52)
In this form, they look much alike the original Israel equations for non-null shells, but they
are valid for shells of arbitrary, even changing, causal character, and they can be checked to
be fully equivalent to (49-50).
Remark 1. The “extra” term proportional to ϕΣa in (52) is actually the necessary term such
that the righthand side of that equation provides a good divergence leading to conservation
laws by integration. This follows because the rigged connection ∇
Σ
is not volume preserving
in general [39, 29]. Define a volume element m-form on Σ by
η¯a1...am := ℓ
ρηρα1...αme
α1
a1
. . . eαmam
where ηρα1...αm is the canonical volume element (m + 1)-form in (M, g). This definition is
independent of the choice of rigging —but it depends on the choice of normalization for n. A
direct calculation shows that ∇
Σ
b η¯a1...am = ϕ
Σ
b η¯a1...am, and this permits to check that, for any
vector field ~v in Σ, d(i~vη¯) = (∇
Σ
a v
a+ϕΣa v
a)η¯, so that expression (52) is the correct one leading
to conservation laws.
Despite its simplicity and obvious interpretation, relations (51) and (52) are just a small
subset of the whole set of field equations on the shell, given by (12–14). For instance, (14)
can be rewritten, on using (25), like
−nαe
β
c [R
α
βµν ] e
µ
ae
ν
b =
(
∇
Σ
a + ϕ
Σ
a
)(
Gbc −
Gdd
m− 1
g¯bc
)
−
(
∇
Σ
b + ϕ
Σ
b
)(
Gac −
Gdd
m− 1
g¯ac
)
+ nd
(
ycaK
Σ
db − ycbK
Σ
da − ydbK
Σ
ca + ydaK
Σ
cb
)
(53)
which again is an expression valid for general shells. Here I have kept yab in the second line,
but an expression relating jumps of the curvature on the lefthand side with singular parts of
the curvature on the righthand side is implicit by just replacing every instance of yab by (41).
The resulting expression is long, but not more complicated. Similarly, substituting yab from
(38) into (13), or alternatively yab from (41) into (18), one gets another set of field equations
in terms of the curvature singular parts valid for arbitrary general shells, and analogously for
(12).
Given the length of these equations in the general case, I am going to perform a detailed
analysis for the cases of non-null, and null shells, bearing in mind that the results are applicable
to just any general shell at particular points where Σ is non-null, or null, respectively, except
maybe at points lying on a portion with empty interior of the closed set {s ∈ Σ, (n ·n)|s = 0}.
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5.1 The case of non-null shells
Here, I adopt the canonical gauge. For the sake of readability I introduce the following Weyl
projected tensors on Σ (on both sides)
E±ab := n
αeβaC
±
αβµνn
µeνb , E
±
ab = E
±
ba, g¯
abEab = 0, (54)
H±abc := n
αeβaC
±
αβµνe
µ
b e
ν
c , H
±
abc = −H
±
acb, H
±
[abc] = 0, g¯
abH±abc = 0, (55)
D±abcd := e
α
ae
β
bC
±
αβµνe
µ
c e
ν
d, D
±
abcd = D
±
[ab][cd], D
±
a[bcd] = 0, g¯
acD±abcd = −ǫE
±
bd. (56)
Observe that D±abcd have the symmetries of a Riemann tensor, and thus themselves can be
decomposed into traceless parts F±abcd and their traces given by E
±
ab such that
D±abcd = F
±
abcd −
ǫ
m− 2
(
E±bdg¯ac −E
±
bcg¯ad − E
±
adg¯bc + E
±
acg¯bd
)
, (57)
F±abcd = F
±
[ab][cd], F
±
a[bcd] = 0, g¯
acD±abcd = 0 (58)
and here F±abcd have the symmetries of a Weyl tensor, so that F
±
abcd identically vanish if m = 3.
For the case of spacelike shells (ǫ = −1) E±, H± and D± represent the electric-electric,
electric-magnetic, and magnetic-magnetic parts of the Weyl tensors C±, see [40, 41, 19]. I
keep the same nomenclature for the timelike case too, though their interpretation is slightly
different.
Using (3-4), the decomposition of the Riemann tensor in terms of the Weyl and Einstein
tensors and (25), (13) (or equivalently (18)) becomes in this case
−[Hcab]−
1
m− 1
(
[Gβµ]n
βeµaδ
c
b − [Gβµ]n
βeµb δ
c
a
)
= ∇
Σ
aG
c
b −∇
Σ
b G
c
a +
1
2
(
δcb∇aH − δ
c
a∇bH
)
whose trace on c and a leads to
∇
Σ
c G
c
b = [Gβλ]n
βeλb
which is nothing else but the Israel relation (52). Introducing this into the previous formula
and using (24) one gets
−[Hcab] = ∇
Σ
aG
c
b−∇
Σ
b G
c
a+
1
m− 1
δcb
(
∇
Σ
d G
d
a −∇aG
d
d
)
−
1
m− 1
δca
(
∇
Σ
d G
d
b −∇bG
d
d
)
. (59)
This is one of the novel equations for non-null shells. It provides a relation between the jump
of the Weyl part Hcab and the derivatives of the Einstein tensor singular part. In general
relativity, by using Einstein’s field equations, it gives a relation between the derivatives of the
energy-momentum tensor on the shell and the jump of Hcab.
Consider now (12) —or equivalently (20). Using the same substitutions it becomes
[
Ddcab
]
+
1
m− 1
(
[Gda]g¯cb − [G
d
b]g¯ca − [Gca]δ
d
b + [Gcb]δ
d
a
)
+
[R]
m
(
δdag¯cb − δ
d
b g¯ca
)
=
ǫ
{
KdΣa
(
Gcb +
H
2
g¯cb
)
−KdΣb
(
Gca +
H
2
g¯ca
)
+KΣcb
(
Gda +
H
2
δda
)
−KΣca
(
Gdb +
H
2
δdb
)}
(60)
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and contracting here d and a
−ǫ[Ecb]−
ǫ
m− 1
nρnσ[Gρσ]g¯cb +
m− 2
2m
[R]g¯cb +
m− 2
m− 1
[Gbc] =
ǫ
{
KdΣdGcb −K
Σ
dbG
d
c −K
Σ
dcG
d
b +K
Σ
cbG
d
d +
H
2
(
(m− 2)KΣcb + g¯cbK
d
Σd
)}
. (61)
A further contraction here leads directly to
nρnσ[Gρσ] = G
cdKΣcd
which is (51) for this case. Putting this into (61)
−ǫ[Ecb] +
m− 2
m− 1
(
[Gbc]−
1
m
g¯bc[G
d
d]
)
=
ǫ
{
KdΣdGcb −K
Σ
dbG
d
c −K
Σ
dcG
d
b +
1
m− 1
(
KΣcbG
d
d −K
d
ΣdG
e
eg¯cb
)
+
2
m
KΣedG
edg¯bc
}
(62)
whose trace is identically vanishing. This is the second novel expression, relating the entire
Einstein tensor singular part with the jump of the Ebc-part of the Weyl tensor and the traceless
part of the jump of the tangential Einstein tensor algebraically —together with intrinsic
properties of the shell, i.e., the (mean) second fundamental form KΣab.
The third and final novel relation is then found by introducing (62) and (51) into (60) and
after rearranging, leading to
ǫ [Fdcab] = 2K
Σ
d[aGb]c − 2K
Σ
c[aGb]d +
4
(m− 1)(m− 2)
(
KfΣfG
e
e −K
Σ
efG
ef
)
g¯d[ag¯b]c
−
2
m− 2
{
KeΣe
(
Gd[ag¯b]c − Gc[ag¯b]d
)
+ Gee
(
KΣd[ag¯b]c −K
Σ
c[ag¯b]d
)
+ 2KΣe[cg¯d][bG
e
a] + 2K
Σ
e[bg¯a][cG
e
d]
}
(63)
all of whose traces vanish identically. This is yet another algebraic relation between the
Einstein tensor distribution singular part and the discontinuity of the F -part of the Weyl
tensor. Observe that this relation is empty in 4-dimensional spacetimes (m = 3), because
then Fdcab identically vanishes and the righthand side in (63) also does due to a dimensionally
dependent identity (see e.g. [12, 13]). However, in higher dimensions (m > 3) this relation
contains independent relevant information.
Therefore, for non-null shells, the full set of field equations is given by the Israel standard
equations together with equations (59), (62) and —if m > 3— (63). Observe that the latter
two are purely algebraic, relating the algebraic structure of the second fundamental form with
that of the Einstein tensor distribution singular part, while (59) are differential conditions
on Gab. Some of these relations have been used occasionally in the literature, specially con-
cerning brane-worlds in 5-dimensional spacetimes (m = 4), see [45, 25]. However, the general
restrictions that the new equations may pose on non-null shells and the additional properties
that can be deduced from them remain to be analyzed in full generality.
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5.2 Null shells
For everywhere null shells I adopt a null gauge with (ℓ · ℓ) = 0 and then ℓag¯
ab = 0, ℓµ = ℓαω
a
µ.
It is convenient to introduce the following projector-like tensor field on Σ
Πba := δ
b
a − n
bℓa, n
aΠba = 0, ℓbΠ
b
a = 0,Π
b
b = m− 1, Π
b
cΠ
c
a = Π
b
a (64)
as well as the following vector fields
Eαa := Π
b
ae
α
b = e
α
a − n
αℓa, nαE
α
a = 0, ℓαE
α
a = 0. (65)
Observe that
naEαa = 0
and therefore they constitute a set of m−1 linearly independent vector fields which, together
with nα = naeαa , form a basis of the tangent spaces in Σ, and together with ℓ
µ a full basis
of the tangent spaces TΣM at Σ. The vector fields { ~Ea} thus represent the m − 1 spacelike
directions orthogonal to nµ and ℓµ on Σ.
As in the previous case, I introduce the following Weyl projected tensors on Σ
A±ba := n
αEβb n
µEνaC
±
αβµν , A
±
ba = A
±
ab, n
bA±ba = 0, g¯
baA±ba = 0, (66)
B±cab := n
αEβc E
µ
aE
ν
bC
±
αβµν , B
±
cab = −B
±
cba, B
±
[cab] = 0, n
cB±cab = 0, n
bB±cab = 0,(67)
C±dcab := E
α
dE
β
c E
µ
aE
ν
bC
±
αβµν , C
±
dcab = C
±
[dc][ab], C
±
d[cab] = 0, n
dC±dcab = 0, (68)
L±cab := ℓ
αEβc E
µ
aE
ν
bC
±
αβµν , L
±
cab = −L
±
cba, L
±
[cab] = 0, n
cL±cab = 0, n
bL±cab = 0, (69)
J±cb := ℓ
αnµEβc E
ν
bC
±
αβµν , n
cJ±cb = 0, n
bJ±cb = 0. (70)
Observe that, on using g¯abEαaE
β
b = g¯
abeαae
β
b = g
αβ − nαℓβ − nβℓα, one has
g¯cbB±cab = −n
αℓβEµan
νC±αβµν , g¯
cbL±cab = −ℓ
αnβEµa ℓ
νC±αβµν , (71)
g¯daC±dcab = −2J
±
(cb), g¯
dag¯cbC±dcab = −2g¯
cbJ±cb = 2n
αℓβℓµnνC±αβµν (72)
still, the previous projected tensors do not exhaust all possible components of the Weyl
tensors —the components with boost weight −2 in the given null frame are missing, see [10].
Those given are just the needed ones in what follows. Note also that C±dcab can be seen as
Riemann-like tensors in m− 1 dimensions, and thus they can be further decomposed as (only
for m > 3)
C±abcd = M
±
abcd −
2
m− 3
(
J±(bd)g¯ac − J
±
(bc)g¯ad − J
±
(ad)g¯bc + J
±
(ac)g¯bd
)
+
4g¯efJef
(m− 3)(m− 2)
g¯a[cg¯d]b, (73)
M±abcd = M
±
[ab][cd], M
±
a[bcd] = 0, g¯
acM±abcd = 0, n
aM±abcd = 0. (74)
As usual, M±abcd identically vanish if m = 4. In the important case with m = 3 one simply has
if m = 3 =⇒ C±abcd = C (g¯acg¯bd − g¯adg¯bc) , 2J(bd) = Cg¯bd.
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The decomposition (47) holds now on the entire Σ, that is
yab =Wab + ℓcG
c
aℓb + ℓcG
c
bℓa −
1
m− 1
(
ℓaℓbG
c
c + g¯ab ℓcℓdG
cd
)
(75)
with Wab defined in (45).
Consider the two main relations in their form given in (18) and (20). Using the decom-
position of the Riemann tensor in terms of the Weyl and Einstein tensors, multiplication of
(20) by nd leads to
nα [Cαβµν ] e
β
c e
µ
ae
ν
b +
2
m− 1
nα[Gαµ]e
µ
[ag¯b]c = −2n
dyd[aKb]c (76)
and contracting here with na
nαnµ [Cαβµν ] e
β
c e
ν
b +
1
m− 1
nαnµ[Gαµ]g¯bc = −Kbc n
dnayda
whose trace with g¯cb leads directly to (51) via (24), and introducing this information into the
equation one arrives at
[Abc] =
1
m− 1
Gdd
(
Kbc −
1
m− 1
g¯efKef g¯bc
)
(77)
where the term in brackets on the righthand side is the shear tensor of the null hypersurface
Σ, that is, the trace-free part of the second fundamental form along ~n [8]. The remaining
information in (76) is then (recall (26))
[Bcab] +
2
m− 1
nα[Gαµ]E
µ
[ag¯b]c = −2ℓdG
d
[aKb]c (78)
which can be rewritten without jumps of the Einstein tensor by using (49). Equalities (77) and
(78) contain (m − 2)(m − 1)/2 and m(m − 1)(m − 2)/3 independent relations, respectively.
In 4-dimensional spacetimes the Weyl tensor jumps on the lefthand side of (77) and (78)
correspond to the jumps of the complex Weyl scalars Ψ0 and Ψ1, respectively, and in this
dimension these formulas were found in [3], see also [4].
The rest of the information in (20) is then given by
[Cdcab] +
2
m− 1
(
[Gαµ]E
α
dE
µ
[ag¯b]c + [Gαµ]E
α
c E
µ
[bg¯a]d
)
+
2[R]
m
g¯d[ag¯b]c =
2Wc[aKb]d + 2Kc[aWb]d −
2
m− 1
ℓβℓµGβµ
(
g¯c[aKb]d +Kc[ag¯b]d
)
. (79)
The cases with m ∈ {3, 4} are special as explained above. Thus, consider the trace of (79),
which reads in general
−2[J(cb)] +
1
m− 1
{(m− 3)[Gµν ]E
µ
b E
ν
c − 2[Gµν ]n
µℓν g¯bc}+
m− 4
2m
[R]g¯bc =
−Wbc g¯
deKde +KdbW
d
c +KdcW
d
b +
1
m− 1
ℓaℓdG
ad
{
(m− 3)Kbc + g¯bcg¯
deKde
}
(80)
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and taking another trace here
g¯bc[Jbc] +
m− 2
m− 1
2[Gµν ]n
µℓν +
m− 2
2m
[R] = −KdeW
de −
m− 2
m− 1
ℓaℓdG
ad g¯deKde (81)
where we have used Wbc = g¯
baWac and W
bc = g¯caWba. Notice that only the the trace-free part
of Kde, the shear tensor, enters in the first summand of the righthand side, while the second
one is proportional to the trace of Kde, that is, to the expansion of the null generator along Σ.
For m > 3 there are m(m− 1)/2 independent relations in (80). If m = 3 all the information
in (79), as well as in (80), is actually contained in (81), which can be rewritten in this case
simply as
if m = 3 =⇒ [C] + [Gµν ]n
µℓν +
1
6
[R] = −Kde
(
Wde +
1
2
ℓaℓdG
ad g¯de
)
.
On the other hand, if m = 4 all the information carried by (79) is contained in (80). For
the general case with m > 4 (that is, 6-dimensional spacetimes or higher), one can use the
decomposition (73) and (81) to get the information contained in (79) but not included in (81)
as
[Mdcab] =WbdKca −WadKcb −WbcKda +WcaKbd +
2
(m− 2)(m− 3)
WefKef(g¯dag¯bc − g¯dbg¯ac)
+
2
m− 3
{
g¯a[cKd]eW
e
b + g¯d[bKa]eW
e
c + g¯c[aKb]eW
e
d + g¯b[dKc]eW
e
a − g¯
efKef
(
g¯a[cWd]b + g¯b[dWc]a
)}
(82)
which is totally traceless. As already explained this collapses to a trivial identity 0 = 0 if
m = 4 —and is non-existent if m = 3. For m > 4 it contains (m + 1)m(m − 1)(m − 4)/12
independent relations giving a direct algebraic connection between the discontinuity of the
Mdcab part of the Weyl tensor and the product of the second fundamental form with the
Wab-term in the singular part of the Weyl tensor distribution.
Resort now to the relation (18). First, I note that multiplying there by nanc the following
results
nαℓβ [Cαβµν ]n
µEνb −
1
m− 1
nα[Gαν ]E
ν
b = n
c∇
Σ
c
(
ℓdG
d
b +
H
2
ℓb
)
+ 2ℓdG
cdKcb −
1
2
~eb(H)− ϕ
Σ
b
H
2
which combined with (71) and the trace of (78) leads directly to the Israel relation (49)
projected with Πbc, and therefore can be omitted. Contracting (18) just with n
a and projecting
leads in turn to
[Jcb] +
1
m− 1
([Gµν ]E
µ
c E
ν
b + g¯cb[Gµν ]ℓ
µnν) +
1
m
[R]g¯bc = Π
d
bΠ
e
c
(
∇
Σ
d (n
ayae)− n
a∇
Σ
a yde
)
+naϕΣa
(
Wbc −
1
m− 1
g¯bcℓdℓeG
de
)
−KebW
e
c +
1
m− 1
KbcℓdℓeG
de (83)
which is convenient to split into its symmetric and skew-symmetric parts. Again, note that
the Weyl jump on the lefthand side in (83) corresponds to the jump of the Weyl scalar Ψ2 if
m = 3, and the symmetric and anty-symmetric parts of the former to the real and imaginary
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parts of the latter. In this special instance of 4-dimensional spacetimes expression (83) was
written down in [3] for the special case of “null shells with a type III geometry”, [37], which
essentially amounts to assuming ncybc = 0, or equivalently ℓbG
b
c = 0 = H . The rationale
behind this restriction is unclear to me, and there seems to be no reason in principle why
such a restriction should be enforced.
Concerning the anty-symmetric part of (83) one obtains
[J[cb]] = Π
d
[bΠ
e
c]∇
Σ
d (n
ayae) +Ke[bW
e
c]
that can be easily written as
[J[cb]] = Π
d
[bΠ
e
c]∇
Σ
d (ℓfG
f
e) + G
f
fΠ
d
[bg¯c]eΨ
e
Σd +Ke[bW
e
c]. (84)
There are (m − 1)(m − 2)/2 independent relations here. On the other hand, the symmetric
part of (83) can be combined with (80) to arrive, after a little calculation, at
[Gµν ]E
µ
c E
ν
b +
1
2
[R]g¯bc = 2Π
d
(bΠ
e
c)
(
∇
Σ
d (n
ayae)− n
a∇
Σ
a yde
)
+
(2naϕΣa − g¯
afKaf)
(
Wbc −
1
m− 1
ℓdℓeG
de g¯bc
)
+KbcℓdℓeG
de. (85)
Observe that the lefthand side can be written in terms of the Ricci tensor exclusively. The
trace of this relation gives (50), so that only the traceless part provides new information.
After another calculation this formula can be expressed as
[Rµν ]E
µ
cE
ν
b = [Gµν ]E
µ
c E
ν
b +
1
2
[R]g¯bc = −2n
a∇
Σ
aWbc +Wbc(2n
aϕΣa − g¯
afKaf )
−ℓdℓeG
de
(
Kbc −
1
m− 1
g¯afKaf g¯bc
)
− 2neΨfΣeℓa
(
Ga(bg¯c)f −
1
m− 1
Gaf g¯bc
)
+2g¯a(cΠ
d
b)∇
Σ
d (ℓfG
fa)− 2Ge(bg¯c)fΨ
f
Σe +
2
m− 1
ℓen
a∇
Σ
a (ℓdG
de)g¯bc. (86)
This is an important formula providing the information contained in (50) plus (m+ 1)(m−
2)/2 independent new relations in its traceless part. This traceless part is the evolution
equation (along the null shell) for the portion of the Weyl tensor singular part Wab, which
represents a propagating transversal gravitational wave, in terms of Ricci (or Einstein) tensor
discontinuities. In 4-dimensional spacetimes a restricted version (to ‘type III’ shells) appear
in [4, 3]. Evolution equations equivalent to (86), in gauge covariant form and in terms of the
hypersurface metric connection [27], appears in [28] for the general dimensional case.
At this stage the only information remaining is the projected part of (18), which after a
similar calculation reads
[Lcab] +
2
m− 1
ℓµ[Gµν ]E
ν
[ag¯b]c = 2Π
e
[bΠ
d
a]Π
f
c∇
Σ
eWdf + 2ϕ
Σ
dΠ
d
[aWb]c −
2
m− 1
ℓdℓeG
deϕΣ[ag¯b]c
+2ΨfΣeΠ
e
[b
(
g¯a]fG
d
c + G
d
a]g¯cf
)
ℓd −
2
m− 1
g¯c[aΠ
e
b]∇
Σ
e
(
ℓdℓfG
df
)
. (87)
On the lefthand side, the Einstein tensor jumps ℓµ[Gµν ]E
ν
b appear together with those of the
the Weyl tensor components of boost weight −1. In the case m = 3 the latter correspond to
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jumps in the Ψ3 Weyl scalar. In general, there are m(m− 1)(m− 2)/3 independent relations
in (87). As far as I am aware, this relation was previously unknown, even in 4-dimensional
spacetimes.
5.2.1 Summary of field equations for null shells
Summarizing this subsection, the full set of field equations for null shells is given by the Israel
formulas (51-52) together with (77), (78), (80), (82), (84), the trace-free part of (86), and
(87). The following remarks are in order:
• As was already known, for null shells (51-52) do not involve the full set of m(m+ 1)/2
components of yab. These are encoded in ℓbG
bc (m components; alternatively, in ℓbG
b
c
plus ℓbℓcG
bc) and Gbb (1 component) together with the traceless transversal Weyl singular
part Wab ((m + 1)(m − 2)/2 components). The decomposition (75) gives the precise
relation between them in a null gauge. The Israel equations (51-52) rule only ℓbG
bc and
Gbb, but say nothing about Wab.
• The jumps of the boost-weight −2 components do not arise in the equations, neither
for the Weyl tensor nor for the one in the Einstein tensor, ℓµℓν [Gµν ]. Thus, they have
no influence on the shell.
• Eqs. (77), (78), (80) and (82), as written, are purely algebraic in the sense that they do
not involve any derivatives of the variables ℓbG
bc, Gbb or Wab. Therefore, in a way they
have a similar status to the Israel condition (51).
• In those ‘algebraic’ equations, an essential ingredient entering on every term of their
righthand sides is the second fundamental form of the shell Kab, which is known to
be intrinsic to null hypersurfaces and related to the Lie derivative of the (degenerate)
first fundamental form along the null generator. It follows that for totally geodesic
shells (that is, with Kab = 0, see [26] and references therein), the jumps on the lefthand
sides must all vanish. This applies for instance to shells on non-expanding horizons and
on Killing horizons (e.g., the general Killing-horizon shells inside vacuum solutions of
Einstein equations built in [6]), and also to impulsive plane waves traveling on a flat
spacetime.
• The remaining relations (84), (86) and (87) are differential equations for the variables
ℓbG
bc and Wab, and thus comparable to the Israel equation (52). Eq.(86) gives the evo-
lution, along the null generators ~n, of the mentioned variables. The evolution properties
of ℓbG
bc are described by (52) —which is the trace of (86)—, while the evolution of
Wab is given by the traceless part of (86). The latter is thus essential to consider the
evolution system complete.
• Eqs.(84) and (87) are also differential, but of a different kind, as they involve derivatives
tangent to Σ but transverse to the null generators. In this sense, they can be considered
to be constraints on any possible initial data (for their evolution equations (86)) one may
wish to impose on the variables ℓbG
bc or Wab. Equation (84) provides these “tangent to
Σ but transversal to ~n” derivatives for the Einstein variables ℓbG
b
c while (87) provides
those of the Weyl part Wab and of ℓbℓcG
bc.
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The importance of the novel part of the full set of field equations for null shells, as well
as the general restrictions that they may impose, remain to be studied in depth.
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper the full set of field equations for thin shells of arbitrary, even changing, causal
character have been derived in arbitrary spacetime dimensions. The two prominent cases of
everywhere non-null, and everywhere null, shells have been analyzed in higher depth. New
equations relating the jumps of the curvature on the ambient manifold with the singular parts
of the Einstein and Weyl tensor distributions —and the intrinsic properties of the shell— have
been presented.
To end, I would like to stress two significant features:
1. A first important remark is that the contents of this paper can be used as a theoretical
framework to study thin shells in general gravitational theories. The reason is that all the
formulas presented have a purely geometrical character, and therefore are independent
of, and valid in, any particular gravitational theory based on a Lorentzian manifold. To
apply them to any selected such theory, one only needs to add the corresponding field
equations and analyze the restrictions that they may impose on the curvature tensor
distribution and its distributional derivatives, if any.
As an example, take the prominent case of General Relativity, where the field equations
read (for tensor distributions)
Gµν + Λgµν = κT µν (88)
where T µν is the energy-momentum tensor distribution, Λ a cosmological constant
5 and
κ = c4/(8πG) is the gravitational coupling constant. The structure of the lefthand side
induces automatically a structure for T µν like
T µν = T
+
µνθ + T
−
µν(1− θ) + τµνδ
Σ
where τµνδ
Σ is the singular part with support on Σ of T µν . Then, the Einstein field
equations (88) imply directly
τµν = Gµν/κ
and all the formulas involving Gµν are automatically valid for κτµν .
A more elaborated example is given by the most general quadratic theory, whose field
equations can be found, e.g., in [38]. Then, the existence of products of the Riemann
and Ricci tensor distributions in these field equations implies that the curvature cannot
carry a singular part —for the product of distributions is ill-defined. Therefore, one
must impose that the entire Hαβµν in (123) vanishes —except for the particular case
where the theory has a Lagrangian R+αR2, [38, 42]. This readily implies that yab = 0,
5The cosmological constant takes, in general, the form Λ = Λ+θ +Λ−(1− θ) so that it may take different
values at both sides of the shell Σ, see [31].
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and thereby that Gµν andW
α
βµν vanish too. In order to get the expression of the energy-
momentum singular part then a calculation involving the distributional derivatives of
Rαβµν is needed. See [38, 42] for the case of non-null shells, where one comes upon the
existence of gravitational double layers, that is to say, shells in which the singular part
of the energy-momentum tensor τµν involves not only a term proportional to δ
Σ, but
also a term proportional to its ‘derivative’ [43, 44, 38].
2. In the same vein, the formulas in this paper can be used to derive the proper matching
conditions on general hypersurfaces, that is to say, the conditions such that Σ does not
support any distributional energy-momentum, which will at most have discontinuities
across Σ. This is the case of the world-surface of a star or finite object in general, or
of shock matter waves. To that end, one simply considers the selected field equations
and computes the conditions such that T µν is actually a well-defined —though maybe
discontinuous across Σ— tensor field.
Take as fundamental example General Relativity again. Then from the discussion above
we know that τµν = 0 if and only if Gµν = 0, so that the latter has to be imposed in
all the equations and in particular in (41). The derived conditions on discontinuities
of the curvature were found in [29] for general shells. For non-null shells this leads to
the vanishing of W αβµν too, and the equations only provide the allowed discontinuities
of the curvature. For null shells, though, the Wab-part of W
α
βµν survives in principle,
allowing for the possibility that an impulsive gravitational wave travels along the shell.
This propagation is then ruled by the field equation (86), and Wab itself is constrained
by the relations (80), (82), (84) and (87) appropriately restricted with Gab = 0.
The conditions imposed by the vanishing of the singular part of T µν in other gravita-
tional theories may be more involved. The cases of non-null shells in F (R)-gravity, and
in general quadratic gravity, can be consulted in [42] and [38], respectively.
As a final comment, I would like to stress that if the matter contents of the problem under
consideration is identified, then the corresponding field equations and junction conditions for
the fields involved must be added to the picture.
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A Appendix
Given Σ, {~ℓ, ~ea}, {n,ω
a}, and g¯ as explained in section 2, then the following formulas, objects
and notations are used [29]
ℓa := ℓµe
µ
a , ℓµ = ℓaω
a
µ + (ℓ · ℓ)nµ, (89)
na := nµωaµ n
µ = naeµa + (n · n)ℓ
µ, (90)
naℓa = 1− (n · n)(ℓ · ℓ), (91)
g¯ab := gµνωaµω
b
ν , g¯
abg¯bc = δ
a
c − n
aℓc, (92)
g¯abn
b = −(n · n)ℓa, g¯
abℓb = −(ℓ · ℓ)n
a, (93)
gµνωaν = n
aℓµ + g¯abeµb , gµνe
ν
a = ℓanµ + g¯abω
b
µ, (94)
P µν := δ
µ
ν − ℓ
µnν = e
µ
aω
a
ν , P
µ
ν ℓ
ν = 0, P µν nµ = 0 (95)
The Levi-Civita connections on M± induce corresponding torsion-free rigged connections Γ¯±
on Σ defined by
ωcρe
µ
a∇
±
µ e
ρ
b := Γ¯
±c
ab (96)
and the respective covariant derivatives are denoted by ∇
±
. For the derivatives of the normal
and the rigging one defines [29]
K±ab := e
µ
ae
ν
b∇
±
µnν = K
±
(ab), (97)
Ψa
±b := ω
a
µe
ν
b∇
±
ν ℓ
µ, (98)
ϕ±a := nµe
ν
a∇
±
ν ℓ
µ, (99)
H±ab := e
µ
ae
ν
b∇
±
µ ℓν . (100)
For an arbitrary tensor field T µν with well-defined limit on Σ one then has on Σ
ωaµe
ρ
be
ν
c∇
±
ν T
µ
ρ = ∇
±
c T¯
a
b +Ψ
a
±cnµT
µ
ρ e
ρ
b +K
±
bcω
a
µT
µ
ρ ℓ
ρ, (101)
ωaµe
ρ
be
ν
c∇
Σ
ν T
µ
ρ = ∇
Σ
c T¯
a
b +Ψ
a
ΣcnµT
µ
ρ e
ρ
b +K
Σ
bcω
a
µT
µ
ρ ℓ
ρ (102)
and its natural extension to an arbitrary number of indices. Here T¯ ab := ω
a
µT
µ
ν e
ν
b is the
projection of the tensor T to Σ according to the chosen bases, and ∇Σ,∇
Σ
are defined by
∇Σµ :=
1
2
(
∇+µ +∇
−
µ
)
, ∇
Σ
c :=
1
2
(
∇
+
c +∇
−
c
)
.
Hence
eµa∇
±
µnν = −ϕ
±
a nν +K
±
abω
b
ν , ~ea(n · n) = 2K
Σ
abn
b − 2ϕΣa (n · n) (103)
eµa∇
±
µ ℓ
ν = ϕ±a ℓ
ν +Ψb
±ae
ν
b , ~ea(ℓ · ℓ) = 2ℓbΨ
b
Σa + 2ϕ
Σ
a (ℓ · ℓ), (104)
In particular one also has
∇
±
c g¯ab = −ℓbK
±
ac − ℓaK
±
bc, (105)
∇
±
c g¯
ab = −nbΨa
±c − n
aΨb
±c, (106)
∇
±
a n
b = g¯bcK±ca − ϕ
±
a n
b − (n · n)Ψb
±a, (107)
∇
±
b ℓa = −(ℓ · ℓ)K
±
ab + g¯acΨ
c
±b + ℓaϕ
±
b . (108)
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and their corresponding versions substituing the ± by Σ. Observe that Hab and Ψ
b
a are not
independent:
H±ba = g¯acΨ
c
±b + ℓaϕ
±
b (109)
so that one can rewrite (108) as
∇
±
b ℓa = −(ℓ · ℓ)K
±
ab +H
±
ba
proving in particular that the skew-symmetric parts H+[ab] = H
−
[ab] always coincide on Σ. It is
therefore useful to introduce the following symmetric objects [27]
Y ±ab := H
±
(ab) = ∇
±
(aℓb) + (ℓ · ℓ)K
±
ab. (110)
Yab is a fundamental, rigging-dependent, object that measures the departure of the shell Σ
from a standard hypersurface, in the sense that Σ is not a shell if and only if the tensors H±ab
agree from both sides M±. It is thus convenient to define its jump on Σ
yab := [Hab] =
[
H(ab)
]
= [Yab] (111)
and its spacetime version
yµν := yabω
a
µω
b
ν , ℓ
µyµν = 0. (112)
From (110) it is immediate that
yab =
[
∇(aℓb)
]
+ (ℓ · ℓ) [Kab] (113)
which is valid for general shells. A fundamental result is that yab does not depend on the
rigging choice [29]. Then one can prove [29]
[Ψab ] = g¯
acycb, [ϕa] = n
byab, [Kab] = (n · n)yab,
[
Γ¯abc
]
= −naybc (114)
as well as [
Γαµν
]
= yαµnν + y
α
νnµ − n
αyµν . (115)
In our situation, the spacetime (M, g) contains a general shell, that is, a hypersurface Σ
such that the metric tensor g may be not differentiable, if yab 6= 0, across Σ. Nevertheless,
given that the metric tensor g is continuous, it defines a tensor distribution g 6 which can
be differentiated in the distributional sense. For the basics on tensor distributions and their
covariant derivatives the reader is referred to [29, 38, 14, 23, 24, 47, 46]. In particular, the
curvature can be defined as a tensor distribution. First of all, define the Σ-step function
θ : M → R as
θ =


1 M+
1/2 on Σ
0 M−
(116)
6Following [29, 38], I will usually put an underline on distributional objects to emphasize their distributional
character.
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and observe that θΣ = θ|Σ = 1/2 in agreement with our definition of the value of discontin-
uous objects at Σ. θ defines a scalar distribution θ whose covariant derivative is a one-form
distribution with support on Σ denoted by
δ := ∇θ (117)
which can be easily seen to be collinear with n [29]. Thus, one can write
δ = nδΣ. (118)
It thus arises a scalar distribution δΣ with support on Σ. It must be remarked, however, that
for general shells containing null points, δΣ is not univocally defined, as it depends on the
normalization factor of the normal one-form n which itself is not canonically fixed. Fixing it
would require choosing a definite volume element on Σ (this can be easily done for everywhere
timelike, or spacelike, hypersurfaces, but not for Σ with null points). Therefore, one should
keep in mind that only the product (118) of δΣ with nµ is well defined, even though the use
of δΣ is very useful in many occasions.
Let T denote any (p, q)-tensor field which may be discontinuous across Σ but with definite
limits on Σ from M±. In accordance with (2) T can be expressed, as a tensor field and as a
distribution, as
T = T+θ + T− (1− θ) , T = T+θ + T− (1− θ) . (119)
The covariant derivative of T is [29, 38]
∇T = ∇T+θ +∇T−(1− θ) + δ ⊗ [T ] (120)
with [T ] as defined in (1), or with indices
∇µ T
α1...αq
β1...βp
= ∇µT
+α1...αq
β1...βp
θ +∇µT
−α1...αq
β1...βp
(1− θ) +
[
T
α1...αq
β1...βp
]
nµδ
Σ. (121)
Using for the continuous metric
g = g+θ + g− (1− θ) , g = g+θ + g− (1− θ)
a standard calculation provides the curvature as a tensor distribution, given by [29, 38]
Rαβµν = R
+α
βµνθ +R
−α
βµν(1− θ) + δµ
[
Γαβν
]
− δν
[
Γαβµ
]
. (122)
The last two terms here define the singular part of the Riemann tensor distribution, with
support on Σ, given and denoted by
Hαβµν := δµ
[
Γαβν
]
− δν
[
Γαβµ
]
= δν
(
nαyβµ − nβy
α
µ
)
− δµ (n
αyβν − nβy
α
ν )
= δΣ
{
nν
(
nαyβµ − nβy
α
µ
)
− nµ (n
αyβν − nβy
α
ν )
}
:= δΣHαβµν (123)
where we have used (115) and (118). Again, Hαβµν is a tensor field defined only on Σ
independent of the choice of rigging but affected by the choice of normalization of the normal
one-form n, so that only its product with δΣ, denoted by Hαβµν , is univocally defined. Note
that
Hαβ[µνnτ ] = 0 = H
α
β[µνnτ ]. (124)
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From Hαβµν one can immediately obtain the singular parts of the Ricci tensor, scalar curva-
ture, and Einstein tensor distributions, given respectively by
Hβν := H
µ
βµν = δ
Σ
(
nρyβρnν + n
ρyνρnβ − (n · n)yβν − y
ρ
ρnβnν
)
:= δΣHβν(125)
H := gβµHβµ = 2δ
Σ
(
nρnσyρσ − (n · n)y
ρ
ρ
)
:= δΣH (126)
G
βµ
:= Hβµ −
1
2
Hgβµ = δ
Σ
(
nρyβρnν + n
ρyνρnβ − (n · n)yβν − y
ρ
ρnβnν
−gβµ(n
ρnσyρσ − (n · n)y
ρ
ρ)
)
:= δΣGβµ. (127)
The latter formula is the generalization of the Israel equation to general shells, first found in
[29] (see also [31, 27]), and it reduces to the one found in [5] for null shells when (n · n) = 0,
and to the original Israel equation [18] for non-null shells in the canonical gauge:
Gβµ = − [Kβµ] + (gβµ − ǫnβnµ)
[
Kρρ
]
(non-null Σ only, (n · n) = ǫ).
In General Relativity, (127) gives the singular part τµνδ
Σ with support on Σ of T µν via the
Einstein field equations, see section 6. Nevertheless, I will generically keep the Einstein singu-
lar part Gµν in all the formulas because one can apply them, if desired, to other gravitational
theories different from General Relativity, e.g. [42, 38].
In general, it is easily checked that
nβG
βµ
= 0 = nβGβµ.
Therefore (i) at points where Σ is non-null Gµν is tangent to Σ and (ii) at points where Σ is
null —and thus (n ·n) = 0— Gµν has no non-zero component transversal to Σ there. Perhaps
a better way, for general shells, to look at this identity is in the form
nµG
µν = 0, =⇒ Gµν = Gabeµae
ν
b (128)
which implies that the contravariant version Gµν possesses only components tangential to Σ
—and this statement is independent of the choice of rigging.
Finally, I consider the relation between the curvature of the ambient manifold (M, g) and
the curvature of the general hypersurface Σ with the rigged connection. In contrast with the
cases with non-null Σ, for general hypersurfaces with null points one must distinguish three
different Codazzi relations, together with the Gauss equation, see [29]. The relations are given
by
ωdαR
±α
βγδe
β
ae
γ
b e
δ
c = R
±d
abc −K
±
acΨ
d
±b +K
±
abΨ
d
±c, (129)
nµR
±µ
αβγe
α
ae
β
b e
γ
c = ∇
±
c K
±
ba −∇
±
b K
±
ca + ϕ
±
c K
±
ba − ϕ
±
b K
±
ca, (130)
ωdαR
±α
βγδℓ
βeγb e
δ
c = ∇
±
b Ψ
d
±c −∇
±
c Ψ
d
±b − ϕ
±
b Ψ
d
±c + ϕ
±
c Ψ
d
±b, (131)
nαR
±α
βγδℓ
βeγb e
δ
c = ∇
±
b ϕ
±
c −∇
±
c ϕ
±
b +K
±
abΨ
a
±c −K
±
acΨ
a
±b. (132)
where R
±d
abc are the curvature tensors of the rigged connections Γ¯
±a
bc
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